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just another rubbish find a note game. If you're looking for a "scary" horror game, this one might not satisfy you. However, if
you're looking for an atmospheric, psychological horror game with solid gameplay, you might enjoy it. Doorways: Holy
Mountains of Flesh is a horror game with a lot of puzzle solving just like the previous two games in the Doorway trilogy
("Doorways: Prelude" and "Doorways: The Underworld"). I'm impressed that the devs are devoted to the atmosphere building,
the story and the level design of the game to create a sense of psychological horror rather than relying on jumpscares or flashing
lights and ear-piercing sound effects commonly used in other try hard wannabe "horror" games. Before playing this game, It's
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highly recommended that you play the previous two games in the trilogy as the story is consecutive in them. You play as Thomas
Foster, an investigator working for an organization called Doorways. His mission is to pursue four psychopaths and uncover the
mysteries behind them. Thomas had already dealt with the first three psychopaths in the previous two games and this time he'll
face Juan Torres, the last villian on the list. What's more, the player will discover the true colors of Doorways and the evil side
of the protagonist. The game has an unique artstyle resembling a remote devil worshipping village in Argentina. Environmental
elements like the crimson sky, grotesque structures, floating mountains with burning lava underneath all add to the amosphere.
Optimization is good as it runs perfectly on my PC. Puzzles and platforming are two main elements of the game. Some of the
puzzles are quite challenging for me as one of them even took me nearly an hour to finally figure out, but they are well-designed
and cause little interference to the general pacing. As for the platforming parts, they're fun to play due to the smooth control of
the game. The game has several chapters and each of them has its own scene, for example, the school, the mansion, and the
temple. There're notes and collectables scattered around the map in each chapter, which are rewarding for the player's effort in
exploring. In the game, you'll also encounter monsters. Sometimes you'll get chased by them and need to escape, while
sometimes you need to avoid them. The final boss is fun and thrilling to fight, you'll not be battling it face to face wielding a
weapon but to beat it with timing and your platforming skill. All in all, this is a very well made game with a lot of efforts put in
by the devs and I throughly enjoyed it.. This game caters to a specific type of gamer. It is certainly not for everyone. If you pay
good attention to detail, enjoy puzzles, appreciate well-written stories, but also like some creepiness and the occasional (very
occasional) jump scare, this game is for you. This game also carries an element of mystery, you're essentaily a detective with a
psychological gift, who is attempting to solve the mystery of a lost city. For spoilers sake, I won't say more. I will only say that
the story is quite original and well-thought out. The atrocities that take place in this forsaken city are grotesque to say the least.
If you've got a dark side and appreciate some great atmosphere and a solid story, this game is for you. The score is also great.
Voice acting is good. Visuals are done well. Only complaint is that the ending seemed a little bit rushed. Other than that, one of
the best horror-mystery-indies I've yet to experience. 8/10, would solve bloody skin-crawling mystery again.. The game is
halfway decent, not 10 bucks decent, maybe $2.99 - $4.00 at the most decent.. Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh, is a
adventure horror game that throws you into a complex storyline in a hunted school, with deep atmosphere of immersive horror.
The game is splitted in chapters, so if you search for Doorways: Chapter 1 & 2 and Doorways: The Underworld, you get the
beginning. This is the last episode of the game series. Besides that it's the last episode, the game follows up with a deep and
horrorfying ACT, that scares you to bones since you have to face the darkness and evilness that hunts the school. There is
objects to find to get pass different levels of the game, aswell for notes to follow up on the storyline. The monster is incredible
creepy with the games current atmosphere of abandoned and destryoed school, which, makes my hearth beat too fast till i can
play more than 45 min at a time. (I still have pain in my chest while writing this review). Besides wet pants and a sensitive
hearth beating, the game lets you face the evil before moving on. The game doens't have any diffculties since it's storyline
based, and the monster is not patrolling, but swap places depending of the area you're in. If you played the other series of the
game, or like horror games in a deep matter of immersive horror, then this game is definitely for you.. horrible game relies on
dark and backtracking do not buy. If you're looking for a "scary" horror game, this one might not satisfy you. However, if you're
looking for an atmospheric, psychological horror game with solid gameplay, you might enjoy it. Doorways: Holy Mountains of
Flesh is a horror game with a lot of puzzle solving just like the previous two games in the Doorway trilogy ("Doorways: Prelude"
and "Doorways: The Underworld"). I'm impressed that the devs are devoted to the atmosphere building, the story and the level
design of the game to create a sense of psychological horror rather than relying on jumpscares or flashing lights and ear-piercing
sound effects commonly used in other try hard wannabe "horror" games. Before playing this game, It's highly recommended
that you play the previous two games in the trilogy as the story is consecutive in them. You play as Thomas Foster, an
investigator working for an organization called Doorways. His mission is to pursue four psychopaths and uncover the mysteries
behind them. Thomas had already dealt with the first three psychopaths in the previous two games and this time he'll face Juan
Torres, the last villian on the list. What's more, the player will discover the true colors of Doorways and the evil side of the
protagonist. The game has an unique artstyle resembling a remote devil worshipping village in Argentina. Environmental
elements like the crimson sky, grotesque structures, floating mountains with burning lava underneath all add to the amosphere.
Optimization is good as it runs perfectly on my PC. Puzzles and platforming are two main elements of the game. Some of the
puzzles are quite challenging for me as one of them even took me nearly an hour to finally figure out, but they are well-designed
and cause little interference to the general pacing. As for the platforming parts, they're fun to play due to the smooth control of
the game. The game has several chapters and each of them has its own scene, for example, the school, the mansion, and the
temple. There're notes and collectables scattered around the map in each chapter, which are rewarding for the player's effort in
exploring. In the game, you'll also encounter monsters. Sometimes you'll get chased by them and need to escape, while
sometimes you need to avoid them. The final boss is fun and thrilling to fight, you'll not be battling it face to face wielding a
weapon but to beat it with timing and your platforming skill. All in all, this is a very well made game with a lot of efforts put in
by the devs and I throughly enjoyed it.. I played Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh both in early access and now the FULL
RELEASE! Nothing has changed! This game does have incredible pacing. You will be pacing very much across the levels over
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and over trying to solve innovative puzzles. Who thought to hide a key that opens a locked door. I HAVE NEVER SEEN THIS
IN A GAME BEFORE. SO INNOVATIVE! And monster, you only hear them, they do not appear for the greatest monsters are
in your own IMAGINATION! GENIUS DEVELOPERS! I applaud you for respecting your audience and trusting us to be
scared by audio cues alone. I eventually got stuck in this game after wandering around the same school over and over again..
Solid end to the Doorways series. Each act focuses on a different member of the Torres family, who challenge us to pay
attention to our surroundings, complete mind-bending puzzles and think outside of the box, all the while providing us with more
than a fair share of horrific imagery. Definitely worth a play, especially if you've enjoyed the previous Doorways games.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdbT8wS0O9M&list=PL3AISiWybyWeyLt9R6cxbZz4u6y0XuTb

Coming tomorrow: August 10th 8 AM (PDT) : Tomorrow (August 10th) will be the day of the Final Release. It has been a very
long way but it's finally here.. Build Update v0.3.0 Including El Chacal - Part 2 & Third Person Option : Hello everybody!
v0.3.0 is finally here and some great stuff are included :) First of all, theres a new part of the game ready to be played: El Chacal
Part 2 is available now, its a short transition between Act 1 (The School) and what is going to be Act 2 (The Mansion). But
theres more Thats right! As we mentioned you before and as you can see in the image below, we added an option to switch to
Third Person View! For the first time in Doorways series, you will see how the Thomas Foster looks like :) You can change the
POV using key T. And you can change the side of the Third Person View pressing key Y. Both are the default configurations,
but you can change that as well from the Controls menu. We also updated the game to the last version of Unity (5.3) so therere
some improvements in the general visual aspects. We added a native Steam Controller configuration too. And finally, we have
been fixing bugs mentioned in the forum and also improved the performance. Hope you guys like this news.. The Temple
Sounds Terrifying! : Hello! We're only two weeks from the final release (August 10th), and we want to share with you some
new material :) We already show you how some parts inside the Temple look like, so now we'll make you listen how is it going
to sound like! Everything is the work of our talented music and sound fx composer David Levill [soundcloud.com] , who have
been working in Doorways since the very first game :) After the sound effects, you'll be listening to the official music from the
menu: CHECK THE SOUNDS AND MUSIC HERE! [soundcloud.com] The team at Saibot Studios. Build Update v0.2.0 -
Including "El Chacal - Part 1" : IN ENGLISH El Chacal is finally here! Thats right, version 0.2.0 is available now. Some general
upgrades and fixes have been made for this version, but the main feature is that now you can play the first part of the transition
map: the town of El Chacal, which will be the connection between the different Acts in the game (The School, The Mansion and
The Temple). This part includes the beginning of the game (just before Act 1: The School) and its focused on the story and
exploration. In order to play it, you just need to go to Stage Select: El Chacal - Part 1. Or just start a new game. El Chacal will
be visited again after finishing each Act, every new part will be available on future updates. Hope you like this new scenery we
have been working on :) Thanks again for all your support! Cheers from the team at Saibot Studios ---- EN ESPAOL El Chacal
est finalmente disponible! As es, la versin 0.2.0 ya est disponible para jugar. Adems de algunos cambios y mejoras generales,
ahora est tambin disponible la primera parte del mapa de transicin: el pueblo de El Chacal, que ser la conexin entre los distintos
Actos del juego (La Escuela, La Mansin y el Templo). Esta parte cuenta con el comienzo del juego (justo antes del Acto 1: La
Escuela) y presenta contenido de historia y exploracin. Para jugar el nuevo escenario, debes ir Comenzar > Seleccionar
Escenario > El Chacal - Parte 1. O simplemente comenzar una nueva partida. El Chacal ser visitado nuevamente al concluir cada
Acto, cada nueva parte vendr en prximas actualizaciones.. The Last Live Action Video (Part 3) is Here! : Hello horror fans!
With only a week from the final release (August 10th), we have something new to share with you! It's the third and final Live
Action Video we made with the director Andres Borghi, which includes the apparition of "The Roaster", hope you like it! The
team at Saibot Studios
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